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PHP Inspections
WI-21649 (Cosmetics)

Interface s for Implementing a Method with a Body is Wrong

PHP lang
WI-25597 (Bug)

Quick documentation popup: Character '{' in Phpdoc is not displayed

WI-25523 (Bug)

Complete current statement: alternative syntax: doesn't work for structure in separate php
tags

WI-8638 (Bug)

Parser should have a ASP-style tags option disabled by default.

PHP lib stubs
WI-25565 (Bug)

Magic constants are highlighted as undefined when in lowercase

WI-23646 (Bug)

xsl.php stub show incorrect param type for XSLTProcessor:transformToUrl()

WI-25311 (Bug)

missing some methods from MongoId, such as isValid, getHostname etc.

WI-9391 (Bug)

DateTime Aliased functions don't have return types set

PHP templates
WI-24357 (Feature)

Blade: Support formatting

WI-25413 (Bug)

Blade: Only one element inside @section is indented

WI-19089 (Bug)

[TWIG] invalid highlighting

WI-25411 (Bug)

Blade: Missing indent on enter inside @section

WI-25412 (Bug)

Blade: missing indent for tags except @section (tags like @for, @if, etc)

PHP test
WI-25548 (Bug)

Path to Behat break when you reload the project/or IDE (case with remote interpreter)

No subsystem
IDEA-132734 (Bug)

can't multi selection in live templates

WEB-14024 (Bug)

JSX Emmet Completion Not Working With Multiple Classes

IDEA-132447 (Bug)

Odd interaction between wildcard import and override/implement method dialog

WEB-12780 (Bug)

Variables in the sass injections shows as Invalid in the completion if type more than two
symbols of the variable name

WEB-13874 (Bug)

WebStorm 9: emmet does not expanding CSS abbreviations with commas

IDEA-131621 (Bug)

IDEA 139.144.2 takes forever to start. Hangs on 100% splash screen state

IDEA-132931 (Bug)

ProgressManager does not cancel all threads running under same
WrappedProgressIndicator indicator

CSS
WEB-14201 (Cosmetics)

Create Selector: first underscore in the file name is lost in Recent/Opened Files lists

IDEA-132839 (Bug)

The inspection for DXImageTransform.Microsoft.gradient is wrong

Clouds
IDEA-126627 (Exception)

Throwable at com.intellij.openapi.editor.impl.EditorImpl.<init>

Clouds.Heroku
IDEA-128789 (Bug)

Heroku: in ApplicationServers tool window focus always jumps on attempt to select
externally deployed applications nodes

Code Formatting and
Code Style
IDEA-95114 (Feature)

Java arrangement: Provide new method types

IDEA-131937 (Bug)

Reformat code doesn't work in new files not added to version control

IDEA-131975 (Bug)

"Only vcs changed text" option is disabled if file contains only deletions

Debugger
IDEA-121505 (Bug)

Breakpoint properties popup: More link does not work if over tool window splitter

Diff_Merge
IDEA-126464 (Bug)

Empty "Show Diff" warning

Editing
PY-14433 (Exception)

Fill Paragraph: Invalid range specified: (504,502); Throwable at
com.intellij.openapi.util.TextRange.assertProperRange

Editor. Editing Text
IDEA-132454 (Bug)

"Clear Read-Only Status" dialog displayed twice on cancel

IDEA-132279 (Bug)

Indentation is broken in the latest build 139.223

Editor. Intention
Actions
IDEA-132771 (Bug)

Intentions of file-level inspection should not use element at caret

File Watchers
WEB-8178 (Usability Problem)

Inspections | File Watchers | File Watcher available: recognizes already set up watchers by
exact name only

WEB-14141 (Bug)

Don't suggest to suppress File watchers inspections

Find, Replace, Find
Usages
IDEA-130337 (Bug)

Replace in path messes up when the string appears multiple times on the same line

IDE Configuration
IDEA-123787 (Cosmetics)

JavaScript. Inspections

"No live templates selected" label in multiple selection

WEB-14199 (Feature)

ESLint: use the severity specified in .eslintrc

WEB-14095 (Bug)

JSCS: "Edit rule ..." and "Exclude file ..." inspections should create .jscsrc file inside project

LESS
WEB-13787 (Bug)

Reformat less code breaking code

WEB-13919 (Bug)

LESS: preserve .less extension in import statements on refactoring meteor .less files
(<name>.import.less)

SASS
WEB-14121 (Bug)

SASS: don't insert space between ampersand and interpolation on formatting

User Interface
IDEA-103464 (Bug)

Adding environment variables to a Tomcat server is a UX nightmare

Version Control
IDEA-132467 (Usability
Problem)

Modifying target branch field requires Enter and only enter to confirm new target

IDEA-131531 (Usability
Problem)

Push dialog: it is not clear that push target (remote branch in Git, repository URL in
Mercurial) can be modified

IDEA-132492 (Bug)

Don't show origin/HEAD in the log

IDEA-131956 (Bug)

Tons of exceptions after closing the project

IDEA-130032 (Bug)

Compare with screen smooshes commit messages.

IDEA-131489 (Bug)

Git-Log: not able to filter by author and by branch in external git log window

IDEA-132218 (Bug)

Filter by relatively old branch + user name => empty log is shown

IDEA-132577 (Bug)

Git Add does not fully stage the conflicted file

IDEA-121949 (Exception)

Exception on trying to filter by non-existent branch

Version Control. Git
IDEA-131973 (Usability
Problem)

Push: load order of commits should depend on focus in Editor

IDEA-120611 (Usability
Problem)

Github create pull request dialog: master should be default branch unless other branch was
previously selected

IDEA-130889 (Cosmetics)

push dialog cosmetics: community repository is truncated

IDEA-82746 (Cosmetics)

Disable "Push" button in Push dialog when there is nothing to push

IDEA-87769 (Bug)

"Unregistered git root detected" pointing to HomeBrew's /usr/local

IDEA-132430 (Bug)

'Open on GitHub' doesn't use http if specified on host

IDEA-130702 (Bug)

Using git-svn: git4idea.branch.GitBranchUtil - No remote found with the name [origin]

IDEA-98781 (Bug)

Unregistered Git root detected in excluded directory

Version Control.
Mercurial
IDEA-130781 (Bug)

Version Control.
Subversion

Diff is broken for files with spaces in name

IDEA-104940 (Bug)

Subversion: the very first History invocation returns the single (latest) revision only

IDEA-118950 (Bug)

VCS 'Limit history by' value is still applied even when checkbox is unchecked

IDEA-118826 (Bug)

svn annotate doesn't work on moved/renamed files

